USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10502.11

SB says:
Last time, on the USS Geneva...
SB says:
The Away Team gains hopeful insight into the architects of the modern Briengogh culture, through heart-to-heart discussions with JelonTek's founder, Hansre Olpinfa
SB says:
However, the Captain has been placed in a tight situation, when Mr. Olpinfa calls for full disclosure from all parties, forcing the revelation of Geneva's existence
SB says:
Meanwhile, the XO and CMO boarded the doomed medical transport, while the remaining staff aboard the ship maintain contact with the Harkening, who reports that they've come across an unknown passenger on a disabled ship
SB says:
What to come this week?
SB says:
=/\==/\==/\= CONTINUE MISSION =/\==/\==/\=
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is now in the XO's chair on the bridge, impatiently drumming his fingers on the armrests::
CIV_Azanna says:
::sleeping on the floor in Sickbay next to Sinjin's bed, still holding his hand in her paw::
TO_Keach says:
#::Following behind the away team keeping my weapon at my side::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::gets up and sits on the CO chair now, uncomfortable either way, getting ready to pace any moment now::
FCO_Williams says:
::monitoring sensors::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::awaits the Captain's response to her request to remain on the planet longer while she walks beside him::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::moans and stirs in his biobed while asleep, his hand clenching tighter onto Grey's paw::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::On route back to the shuttle Eden::
SB says:
ACTION: The CMO has since transported back to the Geneva, from the shuttle, to begin medical studies on the radiation sickness the medical transport passengers have been exposed to LEAVING THE xo TO FURTHER INVESTIGATE ON HIS OWN
CIV_Azanna says:
::blinks and looks up:: Sinjin: Kiddo?
SB says:
# ::walking slowly with the group, now outside the compound, back towards the landing sites::
XO_Taal says:
$::makes his way towards the bridge of the medical transport vessel::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::snaps awake, and looks over at Grey, one eye blue, the other reptilian in appearance with a yellow color spotted with flecks of red:: Grey: Farina?
CIV_Azanna says:
::makes a face:: Sinjin: Geez kid...what's going on with ya? ::climbs back into her chair::
XO_Taal says:
$::enters the bridge and scans the area with his tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: I hope I get the chance to return to your planet. I'd like to see more.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::bundles tighter in his cover as he shivers:: Grey: It's so c-c-cold...
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::befuddled at the moment:: Someone: Sooo... I take it since we're walking towards a landing area, you have a ship?
CIV_Azanna says:
::looks around and grabs a blanket off another biobed and wraps him up in it:: Sinjin: Better?
XO_Taal says:
$::looks at the primitive computer controls on the Briengogh medical transport and attempts to decipher the language::
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: We are going back to our shuttle crafts. Using them we can take you to our ship, the Geneva.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::nods, the shivering slowing a bit:: Grey: T-thank y-you... ::seems to drift off to sleep again, parts of his face showing signs of rashes and patches of scaly flesh::
XO_Taal says:
$::taps a few buttons on his tricorder and attempts to establish a link to the medical transport computer::
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: You still wish to see it. Don't you?
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: Anything new to report, Mr. Williams?
CSO_Jakiel says:
#Hansre:  The size can be a little daunting the first time our type of ship is observed. We were apprehensive about how that would affect you.
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: ...but, you say you are prepared.
XO_Taal says:
$::leaves the tricorder on top of the computer console and heads to the back to take a more thorough look at the passengers::
CIV_Azanna says:
Sinjin: Awww... poorr kiddo. ::rubs his cheek lightly:: You'll be alrright... I'm herre.
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Nothing at the moment.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# CNS: Of course. Anything to see what others have accomplished. ::stops for a moment and looks over at the rioting crowd:: Too bad they don't get that either. All they know is competition.
CO_Shras says:
#CSO: You will stay on the planet with the next away team
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: Maybe it is a new beginning for them as well, a time for re education.
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: Would you like to have a tour of my ship?
CSO_Jakiel says:
#CO: Yes sir. Thank you. I will make a very thorough report for your consideration.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::sighs:: FCO: I was afraid you were going to say that. ::grumbles and rises from his chair, resisting the need to pace like a nervous wreck:: FCO: The shuttle Bruyere and the rescue team are on standby. They just need a pilot now.
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: I would also like to have another team come in and see your planet and open dialogue with your people
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::wry old man humor:: CO: You seem to be asking that question a little bit after-the-fact, aren't you Captain? For a moment I thought your side-man here was the one in charge.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>:: a nurse comes to Sinjin's side and performs some routine checkups on his vital, smiles briefly at Grey, then leaves::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CO: I'd be honored to show Mr. Olpinfa around. ::Hears CO grant CSO's request and envy's her::
XO_Taal says:
$::takes a look at one of the passengers and tries to decipher the language displayed on the console beside the stasis chamber::
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: Sorry, they were doing so well that I let myself to think about other problems
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: I suggest we let the young people here and you and I can have that tour, let me contact my ship and have it into orbit of the planet
CNS_Bauer says:
#HANSRE: The Captain is gracious enough to let me have my fun. You see, First Contact is a big thrill for me. I am grateful for his generosity.
XO_Taal says:
$::looks at a console behind him for reference to the language::
TO_Keach says:
#CO: Captain, will you be using transporters then?
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::opens his eyes again and gazes at Grey:: Grey: Who is Immonen?
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# CO: Of course, Captain. Your teams are more than welcome to come. I'll try and find someone they can talk to. I imagine you'll probably want to keep your security guard down here, for their sake?
CIV_Azanna says:
::gulps:: Sinjin: Who?
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::Listens to the two older men and keeps respectfully. Has the brief hope that Kizlev may be leading the next away team here::
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: Without being disrespectful, I'd prefer that, you do have rioters out there
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> Grey: He's a Vulcan I saw.... ::pauses, wondering how the name came into his mind:: ....in my dreams. He looked like he knew you.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: I believe we will be taking the Shuttle Eden, those remaining can return in the shuttle you arrived in.... the Tucker, I believe.
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: If nothing is happening here, I could go. If not Ens. Horowitz would be a good choice.
XO_Taal says:
$::looks at what appears to be second degree delta radiation exposure on a passenger’s leg::
CO_Shras says:
#*XO*: Commander Taal, please report on your current situation
XO_Taal says:
$::taps his combadge::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Oh yes, I see
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: It is up to you, but were I in your shoes, I'd leap at the chance to go. Anything to get the blood circulating again.
XO_Taal says:
$*CO*: Captain, Doctor Kimura has taken the shuttle and returned to the Geneva to run a more thorough analysis of the data she gathered with tricorder scans of the passengers aboard the medical transport.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::spots lights and cameras in the distance... mutters under breath:: Oh great Creators... The media... ::watches as they're spotted, and the reporters & camera people start shuffling over::
XO_Taal says:
$*CO*: I have remained on board for the time being to download the computer core data and to attempt to restore the transport engines.
CO_Shras says:
#*XO*: Alright then
CNS_Bauer says:
::Sees what Hansre sees. A mob running towards us::
CO_Shras says:
#*Geneva*: Shras to the Geneva. Please report on your status
XO_Taal says:
$::taps his combadge to end the conversation and returns to his work::
TO_Keach says:
#::Sees a mob of people crowding towards us and takes a defensive posture, almost ready for anything::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::once she realizes the machines being used are to capture video, she turns away from the cameras, angling herself to put one of the taller men between her and... The media::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::gently prodding the Away Team to start walking faster towards their shuttles:: All: I suggest we take off soon, unless you like giving interviews...
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: I don't know about you, Lieutenant.... ::starts pacing up n' down from port to starboard:: ...but I can't stand sitting around while the Captain and the others are away leaving our hands tied. ::sits back down, arms folded, glaring at the viewscreen::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Look ::Nods in the direction of the on coming::
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Sure, I'll take it out. When do we leave? ::sets the ships controls on auto pilot, leaves his station and turns to face the CTO::
XO_Taal says:
$::he cannot decipher a clear translation of the data on the monitors::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: I think we are a curiosity for them. I don't think they will hurt us.
CIV_Azanna says:
::wraps the blankets around Sinjin tighter, hoping to keep him warm::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: We better hurry if we are to get away from them
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Patience is one of the keys to good command, not jumping in with both feet only to have them chopped out from beneath you.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Agreed we should get to the shuttles.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> Grey: I'm sorry madam Grey; I didn't mean to upset you in any way. I'm... not even sure why I dreamt about you.
XO_Taal says:
$::notices the consoles monitoring the vital signs of the passengers, all of which appear to be in stable condition::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reanni Wohls> # Olpinfa: Mr. Olpinfa!!! Mr. Olpinfa!!! A few questions, please, sir!!!
CSO_Jakiel says:
#CO: Captain, shall I await the other away team in the original shuttle there... indicates the little ship with her head::
CIV_Azanna says:
Sinjin: You... ::leans closer and whispers:: drreamt about me?
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: What I mean is that, with their cameras, it could do more bad than good
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods and gazes up at Williams:: FCO: I guess I've had a lot on my mind recently. Don't worry about the Bruyere just yet. She's not going anywhere until something goes awry while our team is on the Briengogh world.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: You don't want your picture in their tabloids. You could be there alien of the year.
CO_Shras says:
#CNS/CSO/TO: You stay here and continue your mission, others will join you soon. Contact the ship if you have any troubles
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Let's leave that to the Captain
XO_Taal says:
$::decides there is nothing he can do for the passengers::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: he does look more the part.
XO_Taal says:
$::returns to the bridge to see the status of the memory core download::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#CO:  Yes sir. ::turns to the other two:: CNS/TO:  I suggest we move away from the crowd and either into the Tucker or that building...  ::points to the nearest one::  for the time being.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::shuffles away just in time with the Captain towards the shuttle, leaving the remaining three to deal with the media::
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: No problem, ::returns to the FC station, disengages auto::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::turns and starts walking towards the smaller building::
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: That building looks secure from here
CO_Shras says:
#:: take Hansre to the shuttle ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::so much on his mind, he hardly realizes the comm signal bleeping:: *CO*: This is Geneva, go ahead Captain.
XO_Taal says:
$::enters the bridge and looks at the tricorder::
CO_Shras says:
#*CTO*: Were exactly is the Geneva relative to this planet?
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO/TO: Why run away from them. You wanted to meet the people didn't you?
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin>::nods:: Grey: I did. It was really weird. First I dreamt about some ship called Salzburg, and then I saw you and that Vulcan, and some cute kids.
XO_Taal says:
$::looks at the tricorder and raises an eyebrow::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Stands his ground next to the shuttle::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reanni Wohls> # ::sees three breaking away towards another building... corners the group along with the other reporters, like all good reporters hot on a breaking story do::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#CNS:  Not the media... they will be apt to spread too much too quickly. We are here to talk to the scientists.
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::continues heading towards the building at a brisk pace::
CO_Shras says:
#:: entering the shuttle ::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: We all don't have you talent for diplomacy
CIV_Azanna says:
::takes a deep breath:: Sinjin: I see...::glances around Sickbay for a moment:: Tell no one of the Vulcan and the childrren.
XO_Taal says:
$::begins to translate the data downloaded into the tricorder::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reanni Wohls> # CSO/CNS/TO: A moment, please! ::battling other reporters for mic space:: You're from the United Federation of Planets, correct?
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CO*: We are currently behind a small uninhabited planetoid in the system. We can arrive at Briengogh in just a couple of minutes at full impulse.
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: Please take a seat in the front; you will see the view is amazing
TO_Keach says:
#::Looks at the CNS and CSO to see what they do in this matter::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Hansre states they have no secrets from the people of Briengogh. They all know we are here. Stay on the shuttle if you wish but I'm going to say some "hellos.”
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::climbs into the shuttle, already floored by the sleek lines, perfectly flat control panels, and the huge wraparound window in front::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: You just stand next to me a look interested.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::suddenly feels apprehensive:: Grey: Um... sure. I don't think anyone would believe someone as sick as me anyhow.
CO_Shras says:
#*CTO*: Take her toward the planet at half impulse, I will be piloting the shuttle toward you and meet midway, transmit your flight plan to the planet so they know you are with us and are on friendly terms, Shras out
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# CO: Captain, I am already beyond impressed. This is nearly as nice as my private air-hopper.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::halts, not wanting to be rude to the people, but feels very intent on getting away from the lights::  CNS:  You speak to them then, keep them busy...
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Alright  ::Remains with Bauer::
CIV_Azanna says:
::leans down to hug him:: Sinjin: It's okay.... just... if worrd got out, they could be in dangerr.
CO_Shras says:
#:: take the pilot seat and run through the pre-flight sequence ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: What will you be doing?
CO_Shras says:
#:: take the shuttle off the ground and a slower speed than usual, not to scare his guest.... yet ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Waits for the Briengogh reporters to approach::
CTO_Kizlev says:
Self: At last! FCO: Set a course for Briengogh, lieutenant. One half impulse. File your flight plan to their authorities as ordered.
XO_Taal says:
$::sits down in one of the chairs on the medical transport bridge::
FCO_Williams says:
::enters flight details, transmits to Briengogh Planet:: CTO: Course entered, engines 1/2 impulse, flight details transmitted.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#CNS: I will be going back to the conference room we came from and ask to speak to some of those who designed their test ship. I would also like to speak to the medical department.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: The CSO/CNS/TO are all surrounded by cameramen
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::coughs several times away from Grey and nearly retches, feeling incredibly nauseated::
XO_Taal says:
$::analyzes the data and presses a few buttons on the tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Watches as the Tucker takes off with Shras and Hansre:: TO: We are all alone. 
CIV_Azanna says:
::lightly caresses his forehead:: Sinjin: aww.... poorr baby.. ::looks around for anything to help him::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::leaning almost on top of the console, marveling at the view through the window::
TO_Keach says:
#::Feels the rush of people close in:: CNS: In a way sir
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Smiles at the nervous Ensign:: TO: This is what Starfleet is all about. Enjoy this. You're making history.
CO_Shras says:
#:: pilot the shuttle out of the planet atmosphere, toward the Geneva flight path, at half impulse speed ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::his shivering starts getting worse and he grabs his head:: Aloud: Nhaaaa!! It hurts! ::starts going into convulsions::
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::turns towards Keach and raises her voice above the reporters shouting for answers::  TO:  I am leaving here. This is useless to stay. Please watch the counselor in this crowd. ::starts to push past some of the reporters::
CO_Shras says:
#Hansre: We should be in viewing range of the USS Geneva, my ship, in a few moments ::
TO_Keach says:
#::Hears what the CSO said and gives her a confident nod::
CIV_Azanna says:
::picks him off the biobed and holds him:: Sinjin: Shuuuush....it'll be okay...
FCO_Williams says:
::monitors the approach of the shuttle with the CO and Hansre Olpinfa aboard::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Sinjin> ::alarms on his biobed start going off, alerting the medics::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: I don't think you should go off alone.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Stay until our reinforcements arrive.
XO_Taal says:
$::rearranges some of the data into the translation matrix::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::starts peeping out towards the planet on the viewscreen, looking for any sign of the Captain's shuttle::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Any idea on when that might be Commander?
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reanni Wohls> # ::annoyed, isn't getting answers, continues pressing like a good reporter:: CSO: Please, just a few questions!!!
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::halts her progress::  CNS:  Yes sir, but I think this is too dangerous to stay with this crowd and is not affecting the purpose of our staying behind.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Unsure. Hope the Captain hasn't forgotten us.
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Same here
CO_Shras says:
#::Set the autopilot for a moment to be able to see Hansre reaction when he sees the Geneva... ::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
# ::mouth agape as they leave the atmosphere, into the darkness of space:: CO: I've dreamed of this since I was a child... I've never gotten into space. This... is... indescribable.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Medic> Grey: Please excuse us. You'll have to leave, ma'am. ::checks the vitals:: Other Medics:: His B.P. is dropping rapidly...
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: We can't run around unescorted. You should be with a representative of Briengogh. Otherwise you would look real suspicious snooping around alone.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#Reanni:  I am afraid our answers would not be understood. I believe a press report would have already been released to you?
CIV_Azanna says:
::bares her teeth:: Medic: I.... I can help...
CNS_Bauer says:
#REANNI: ....and you are?
CO_Shras says:
%*CTO*: Please prepare another away team to go to the planet, have them transported inside the shuttle on the planet, and join the remaining team
XO_Taal says:
< OPS_Lashbrook > ::enters the bridge::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
% ::breathless, as they first come into view of the Geneva... absolutely breathless... lets out a slight whimper... practically starts crying. Overtaken by the simplistic beauty of space, and the beauty of Geneva herself::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Medic> CIV: Leave or I will call security!
CO_Shras says:
%Hansre: I must admit that I have done this since so early in my life and so often that I don't remember feeling what you probably feel now but I do understand
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::refrains from saying anymore to the counselor, but is becoming increasingly anxious in the crowd. Scans the faces around them::
CIV_Azanna says:
::flicks her ears back and glances down at Sinjin, then sighs and backs out slowly, then runs for the door::
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook>::takes the OPS station and waits for orders::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CO*: Understood, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Why don't you go into the Eden and see when we can expect the Away Team.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Contact Kizlev.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Wohls> # CNS: Reanni Wohls, field reporter for Planetary Journalist Incorporated. I covered the ship launch, and our newsroom was alerted by someone at JelonTek Space Control that you had arrived.
CO_Shras says:
%*FCO*: Continue on course at current speed, I will match both and make it to shuttle bay
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::nods to the counselor and begins moving through the crowd towards the shuttle Eden while the reporters focus on the Counselor::
CO_Shras says:
%*OPS*: Shuttle requesting permission to board
CNS_Bauer says:
#REANNI: A pleasure to meet you.... all of you. I am Commander Zachariah Bauer, visitor to your beautiful planet.
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> *CO*: Permission granted, Captain. Welcome back.
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::turns her head when her sensitive ears pick up the name of the reporter, surprised to find someone on the planet with her own name::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
% ::the waves of emotions continue to play across his face, lips begin to quiver:: CO: Astounding... Beyond anyone's imagination... I.. ::falters:: I... don't know what to say. *This* is what I've dreamed of since I heard that radio call as a boy. It's... astounding.
FCO_Williams says:
::notifies shuttle bay personnel to prepare for the arrival of the CO and guest:: *CO*: Aye sir, maintaining speed and course, have notified Shuttlebay of your approach.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Motions to Keach:: ALL: This is my associate Ensign Keach.
CO_Shras says:
%Hansre: Wait until you see it from the inside, it is even better
TO_Keach says:
#::Looks at the reporter and nods::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reporters> # ::immediate swarm around the Ensign as soon as the CNS mentions him:: TO: A moment!!! Ensign, a moment! Please... ::clamoring for mic space, all asking a bazillion different questions::
CO_Shras says:
%:: pilot the shuttle around the ship and inside the shuttle bay ::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#:: gets past the crowd of reporters and walks quickly to the shuttle::
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> CTO: Sir? The Captain's shuttle has safely entered the shuttle bay.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::wonders who the Captain is bringing along this time as the shuttle lands::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
% ::comes back to "reality" for a moment:: CO: But... Space has no gravity... How are we staying on the floor???
CNS_Bauer says:
#ALL: Please, your a bit intimidating all at once. Could we slow down a bit?
TO_Keach says:
#::Tries to distinguish a single question but can't::
CIV_Azanna says:
::stops in the hallway and lights a cigar, taking a long drag::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: You ok?
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::enters and takes a seat in the pilot's chair, securing the door behind her::
CNS_Bauer says:
#ALL: I'll be happy to speak with you. I'm sure we all have many questions.
CTO_Kizlev says:
FCO: Excellent. I'll go down and meet them. Maintain course and speed. The bridge is yours. ::exits to the TL::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
#<Reporters> ::of course, each thinking they're "the first in line,” when the CNS mentions "not all at once," they all swarm back to the CNS::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Yes counselor I am fine thanks, so many questions
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
<Reporters> # ::a few continue to pester the TO, scribbling every remark he makes, every gesture, every facial expression... everything::
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> ::Watches as Kizlev exits::
CIV_Azanna says:
::sighs happily as the warm smoke enters her lungs and leans against the wall::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#*Geneva*: Ensign Jakiel reporting in. I need to speak with Lieutenant Kizlev, please.
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CIV*: Grey, could you meet me down in the Shuttlebay?
CNS_Bauer says:
#ALL: Enthusiastic bunch aren't ya?
CO_Shras says:
%:: completing the landing sequence and open the shuttle door ::
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> FCO: So did you hear? Apparently his nickname is Kizzie.
CIV_Azanna says:
*CTO*: I suppose.
FCO_Williams says:
CTO: Very well ::looks around to see he and OPS are all that are guiding the Geneva::
CNS_Bauer says:
#ALL: All you questions will be answered.... maybe not all today... but, we can certainly make a start.
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: Looks like it is just us now.
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: A warning above one of the stasis chambers goes off, startling the XO. Its biosign graphics start dropping rapidly.
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CIV*: In case you happen to get lost, I'll meet you halfway. ::stops the lift at the sickbay deck and looks for Grey::
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> FCO: It would appear so... This first contact mission is keeping everyone busy.
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: Kizzie? How did that come about?
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: Welcome aboard the USS Geneva
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::waits patiently for the Geneva to answer comm::
XO_Taal says:
$::sits up from his seat and walks towards the back and examines the source of the beeping noise::
CIV_Azanna says:
::sees the TL doors open and walks towards the CTO::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::the look on his face is indescribable... a mixture of wonder, awe, fear, imagination, befuddlement, everything::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CIV: Hey, there you are. I've been meaning to ask. How's the kid doing?
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: And... This... this... is a ship? This is a light ship?
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> FCO: I don't know. I was told that by Joe... Uh... Ensign Randall.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Is quite use to the press. An experience he encountered many times on the pro Hydro-surfing tour, last year::
XO_Taal says:
$::finds the source of the beeping::
CIV_Azanna says:
::shakes head:: CTO: Poorr kid... looks terrible.. He was okay, then he starrted having convulsions.. and ...they thrrew me out ::takes another drag::
XO_Taal says:
$::examines the passenger and looks around for anything resembling a medkit::
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: I see, probably a shortening of his name, something we do often at home. Although, people with red hair are called blue, I don't know why.
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> FCO: Maybe they are sad a lot.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Does his best to field questions in a non-disclosure kind of way. Wouldn't want to lay all our cards on the table at once::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CIV: Convulsions? Then he really is mutating as they say. What sort of things did Kolev do to him I wonder... ::steps back into the TL:: Computer: Shuttlebay.
XO_Taal says:
$::finds something on a near wall and begins to run scans on the passenger with the tricorder::
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: The Geneva is an Intrepid class, build for exploration like all UFP starships, but smaller and shorter missions
CIV_Azanna says:
CTO: I would neverr do anything to harrm a child. ::sighs and exhales, hoping Sinjin will remember not to tell anyone her secrets::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::wonders if she should power the Eden up to scan for the Geneva since they aren't answering::
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: Just the sense of humour we Aussies have. Like we call bald men curly... that sort of thing.
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: Some classes are much bigger and have room for entire families since they can be on mission for years before returning to port
XO_Taal says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> FCO: Ah... good to know... So you'd call a tall person shortie and a short person a giant, right?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Gets one strange request. A young Briengogh woman requested permission to touch his hair. It is allowed. Good thing he combed it before leaving the shuttle::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::hits her combadge:: *CTO*: Lieutenant?
XO_Taal says:
$::determines that the problem is with the stasis chamber::
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: Not quite, but you're getting the idea.
CTO_Kizlev says:
CIV: I always knew my brother could be so vile. He deserved to perish on that ship of his. *CSO*: Rhianna? This is Kizlev. Has something happened?
XO_Taal says:
$::tries to connect the failing chamber to a neighboring one to share their power::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Feels confident he is of a better looking species::
CIV_Azanna says:
::nods and takes another long drag, trying, but not looking like she's trying to listen to Kizzie and Rhianna talk::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: There... are bigger... ships???
XO_Taal says:
$::isn't much on an engineer, wishes he brought Mr. McDowell with him::
FCO_Williams says:
::continues to monitor the AT members still on the planet surface, as they try to leave the planet and return to the Geneva::
Hansre_Olpinfa says:
=/\==/\==/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\==/\==/\=
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